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Are you a teen with a dream? Do you want to be, or do, or have more than you currently are?No

matter what your dream is, The Teen's Guide to Becoming a Millionaire is a powerful teen self-help

book that can help you get it. Walt Disney said that, if you can dream it, you can do it. It doesn't

matter whether your dream is to record an album, to write a book, to place at State, or to become a

millionaire; you have what is called a millionaire outcome dream. You just need to learn the secret of

how to achieve it.When people say they want to become a millionaire, they usually don't want a pile

of cash sitting in a vault somewhere. They actually have a picture in their mind that they believe

having a million dollars can help them achieve. Once they realize that, they are usually surprised to

see how quickly they can get it.Ages 12 to 19 can be some of the most powerful years to begin

achieving your millionaire outcome. The reality is that you can have a normal intelligence or be the

world's greatest genius. You can have a minimum wage job all your life or become a highly paid

professional. You can be a totally and completely normal teen.But, the earlier you start, the easier it

is to achieve your millionaire outcome.Here are just some of the things you will learn in this teen

nonfiction book:What the Accumulation Factor is, and how the Law of Attraction makes it possible to

attract money, for teens.How to define your millionaire outcome and begin living it today.How to turn

your subconscious mind into a powerful supercomputer that works 24/7 to turn you into a

millionaire.How you can supercharge a part-time job into a millionaire income.How for you, as a

teen, investing can put your money to work for you in achieving your millionaire outcome.How some

simple millionaire accelerators can help any teen entrepreneur make the millionaire process go

faster.How you can turn a simple teen business into an ongoing, passive income.How, as a teen,

self esteem and true happiness can be yours, no matter where you are on your path towards

becoming a millionaire.Start today, and let this teen ebook help you make your millionaire outcome

a reality.A Personal Note from the Author:If you are the parent, grandparent, teacher, or mentor of a

teen, this note is for you.The teen years are the best years to learn how to manage your money. For

teens, though, it is helpful to make the learning experience more interesting. The Teen's Guide to

Becoming a Millionaire is a teen ebook that does this by providing a set of steps that teens can

follow in order to become millionaires. The most valuable lesson is in the lifelong money

management skills that they will develop. The book is divided into two parts. The first part focuses

on defining a millionaire outcome. With their millionaire outcome defined, teens then learn how to

break that down into achievable SMART goals and affirmations. They also learn a process to

program those goals, affirmations, and beliefs into their subconscious mind. The second part

focuses on teaching teens a simple process to manage their money. For teens, many money



management systems intended for adults are really overkill. But, teens still need to learn core

money management principles. The system in The Teen's Guide to Becoming a Millionaire teaches

teens these money management habits while they work their way toward their Millionaire

Outcome.As a rule, the earlier you learn how to manage your money, the richer your life will be. I

encourage you to give a copy of this teen ebook to the teen who is important in your life.
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THE TEEN'S GUIDE TO BECOMING A MILLIONAIRE by Kent Stuver is perhaps the most

awesome finance book ever written. Writen specifically for teens (hence the name), this book not

only provides you with a sound investing plan, but it details how you can reprogram your mind to

reach your full millionaire potential. Mr. Stuver instructs in a firm yet gentle tone, and he doesn't talk

down to teens. He speaks to teens as if we're adults, which I really appreciated.This guide has

activities for you to perform as you progress through the book, and they're really not that hard. Don't

skip over them, even if you think it just wastes time. Trust me, they help immensely, and you don't



want to have to start over and go through them once you reach the end. Yes, it takes a little longer

to get through the book, but it's worth it. It is, after all, your future.Mr. Stuver's guide is a must-read

for millionaire wannabes, teen entrepreneurs, and/or those who just want to save up for college. As

of this review, the guide is ninety-nine cents (I got it when it was free), which is a small price to pay

for the vast financial knowledge you'll gain by reading it. This is a guide to read over and over again

for sure.
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